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Artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML) are an 

active research field, which has shown a great success in 

various commercial applications. It will play an important role 

and have a great impact on many fields of science and 

engineering, in particular materials and manufacturing. In the 

past decades, AI and ML have become a crucial complement 

to theoretical, computational modeling, and experimental 

aspects in Engineering and Science. AI and ML models have 

great potentials particularly in the research areas where the 

mechanism is still not completely well-understood, or the 

computational models are too expensive to run to obtain 

accurate solutions at desired spatiotemporal resolutions. In 

this work, we introduce some recent work and promising 

research directions to integrate AI and ML in Engineering and 

Science. We attempt to provide a broader perspective, open 

challenges and unique opportunities on integrating AI, theory, 

modeling and experiments in the fields of materials and 

manufacturing. 

First, experiments or computational models can be employed 

to generate data to train the AI/ML models. The trained AI/ML 

models can be viewed as a fast surrogate model of the corre-

sponding time-consuming experiments or computational mod-

els. A convolutional encoder-decoder networks with quanti-

fied uncertainty (ConvPDE-UQ)[1] was developed to predict 

the solutions of partial differential equations on varied do-

mains, which was much faster than the traditional finite ele-

ment solver. A deep neural networks named Peri-Net[2] was de-

signed for analysis of crack patterns, which is much faster than 

the peridynamics solver. A deep neural process with a 

quantified uncertainty capability named Peri-Net-Pro[3] was 

developed for analysis of crack patterns. 

Second, theory and physics laws can be integrated with 

AI/ML models. The application of AI/ML models in science 

and engineering domains is facing some grand challenges due 

to the large data requirements and lack of generalizability. 

Recently various novel AI/ML models[4-8] have been proposed 

to integrate both scientific knowledge and data together 

Third, AI/ML models also can be employed to 

automatically discover theory, in particular, the physical laws. 

Various AI/ML models[9-11] have been developed to 

automatically discover ordinary differential equations and 

partial differential equations. Uncertainty quantifications for 

the discovery of physical laws using AI/ML models have also 

been investigated.[9,10] 

Fourth, in many applications in materials and 

manufacturing, it is expensive or time-consuming to collect 

experimental or simulation data. To resolve such challenges, 

active learning models can be employed to design optimal 

experiments and computational model simulations to greatly 

enhance the predictive capability of the AI/ML models with 

reduced experimental or simulation data size. An adaptive 

design criterion combining the D-optimality and the maximin 

space-filling criterion has been designed and demonstrated its 

capability. 

Fifth, in materials and manufacturing, there are various 

multi-fidelity computational models and experiment 

instruments. How to integrate the data from all the models and 

experiment instruments is a grand challenge. Recently 

advanced multi-fidelity models[13] have been developed to 

integrate multi-resolution data generated from multi-fidelity 

computational models or experiments for training and 

prediction. Advanced optimization algorithms[10, 14-15] have 

been developed for tuning the hyperparameters of the deep 

neural networks. 
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Fig. 1 Piezoresistive CNF/epoxy. Left: Post-manufactured measurement specimen with electrodes applied. Middle: standard EIT 

misses damage, Right: Neural Network accurately finds damage.  

 

One of the critical challenging research questions in 

materials science is how to accurately discover the connection 

between materials and manufacturing and obtain a 

fundamental understanding of process-structure-property 

relation. Can we employ AI to help us build such a process-

structure-property relation mapping, which in return will shed 

the light in designing unique materials behaviors through 

artificial-intelligence guided novel manufacturing process. 

Convolutional Neural Networks have been constructed to 

predict mechanical properties from microstructure images in 

fiber-reinforced polymers, A neural network-aided electrical 

Impedance tomography was developed for real-time precise 

damage characterization in self-sensing materials as shown in 

Fig. 1. A neural network[12] was employed for infrared thermal 

imaging-based crack detection. 

We expect AI/ML models will be further developed to 

address the challenges in materials and manufacturing and 

create a new paradigm, which will make use of domain-

specific knowledge and focusing on exploring a deeper 

coupling of AI/ML methods with scientific knowledge and 

physical laws. It will greatly speedup the designing process of 

the next-generation materials and their related manufacturing 

studies. 
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